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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

In mumerical contact simulations with friction, the simple Coloumb law is
usually employed. Standard plasticity models are difficult to use since the
balance enforced on the contact surface typically only involves balance of
traction vectors, and does not use the full stress tensor on the interface. In
this work we describe an approach that allows for the use of the stress
tensor, thus opening up the possibility of using more advanced plasticity
models. We exemplify this approach by implementing the Drucker-Prager
pressure sensitive plasticity model.
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1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

The research on the theory of elastic-plastic materials in complex stress
states is of great theoretic, engineering, and economic interest. There
are several common criteria in the study of elastic-plastic models,
among which we may mention the Mohr-Coulomb Criterion ( known as
the short name of M-C Criterion ), the SMP (spatially mobilized plane )
Criterion and the Drucker-Prager Criterion (known as the D-P Criterion).
One of the key problems of elastic-plastic analysis is the constitutive law
which has direct effect on the accuracy and convergence of the
simulation; the ideal elastic-plastic analysis based on the Drucker-Prager
Criterion is particularly suited for (pressure sensitive) friction materials,
and thus a suitable candidate also for friction analysis of contact
between elastic bodies. This is the reason for using the Drucker-Prager
Criterion in the following.

1.11.11.11.1 GoalsGoalsGoalsGoals

The goal of this thesis is to apply the high-tech mathematical
environment of the software package MATLAB in order to implement
elastic contact with friction using the the Drucker-Prager Criterion to be
able to numerically analyze elastic-plastic models.
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2222 TheoryTheoryTheoryTheory

The research on the theory of elastic-plastic materials undergoing
complex stress states is of great theoretic, engineering, and economic
importance. For many years, researchers from all over the world have
proposed various plasticity theories, which can be generally classified
into 2 sets. One is the linear strength theory, like the Tresca Criterion,
Mohr-Coulomb Criterion (M-C Criterion) and Double-shear strength
criterion etc.; the second is the non-linear strength theory, like the Lade
Criterion, SMP (spatially mobilized plane) Criterion and Drucker-Prager
Criterion ( D-P Criterion), etc.

2.12.12.12.1 Elastic-plasticElastic-plasticElastic-plasticElastic-plastic ModelsModelsModelsModels
2.1.1 Common simplified mechanics models in elasto-plasticity

When facing different materials and different areas of application different
plasticity models should be used. The principle of choosing the mechanical
models should follow several rules.

� Matching the real behaviour of the materials

� The mathematical expression should be simple enough, for example:

1） Ideal elastic-plastic models

Eε (ε≤εs) ductile

σ =

σs (ε˃εs) materials

2） Linear hardening elastic-plastic model

Eε (ε≤εs) ductile

σ =

σs +E'(ε-εs) (ε˃εs) materials
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3） Ideal rigid-plastic model

σ =σs during plastic deformation, ignore the elastic strain

4） Linear hardening rigid-plastic model

σ=σs+E'ε during plastic deformation, ignore the elastic strain

Fig1.The stress-strain relationships for elasto-plasticity and for rigid
plasticity

5） Power hardening mechanical model

σ=Aεn ,n-power hardening coefficient between 0 and 1,

σ=Aε (n=1)

σ=A (n=0)

Fig 2.The stress-strain relationship for different hardening coefficients
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Among the five models described, ideal elastic-plastic models, ideal
rigid-plastic model and power hardening mechanical models are used
most widely.

2.1.2 Mechanics of Plasticity

The study of the the relationship between plastic deformation and
force, and the inner strain distribution pattern of plastically deformed
bodies is called the Mechanics of Plasticity. Key features are:

� The relationships between the stress and strain (constitutive law)
are non-linear, the non-linear property being related to the specific
materials.

� The stress doesn’t correspond directly to the strain, but depends on
the loading history

� There are elastic domains (volumes) and plastic domains in a
plastically deformed body. When you are trying to solve the problem,
the complete volume of interest must thus be decomposed into
these sub-domains.

� We also need to keep apart whether we have a loading process or an
unloading process. In the plastic area, the plastic relationship
between stress and strain should be potentially be used in the
loading process, while the linear generalized Hooke's law should be
used in the unloading process.

2.1.3 Plastic stress-strain relationship - incremental theory (flow
theory)

The flow theory is the basic theory in the mechanics of plasticity. During
the period of the plastic deformation, the relationship between stress and
strain is supposed to be non-linear. The strain is not only related to the
stress level but also to the deformation history. Considering the strain
history, the theory based on the relationship between the stress and the
strain increments during deformation is called incremental theory. To
confirm the relationship between the stress and strain increments in the
plastic regime, experiments are required.
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In 1925, when Lobe made the experiment of thin-walled tube under axial
force and internal pressure combined effects, the following parameters
were used.

Lobe stress parameter

μσ =2
31

32

σσ
σσ

−
− -1[11]

Lode strain increments parameter

μdε =2
31

32

pp

pp

dd
dd
εε
εε

−
− -1[11]

Computing the principal stresses gives us μσ, and we can get
pd 1ε , pd 2ε , pd 3ε through experiments, so that we could get μdε which would

lead us to μσ=μdε

Fig4.The linear relationship between μσ and μdε
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The axes of strain increments and of stress deviatoric are the same.
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2.1.4 Plastic stress-strain relationship – the total deformation theory

The total deformation theory of plasticity arises from a special loading
situation in which each strain component is always increasing or decreasing
at the same proportion, and such a situation is called proportional
deformation. In this case, the strain strength increment can be integrated
to get the strength value and build up the total deformation theory stress-
strain relationship. The theory was first put forward by Hencky and later
elaborated upon by Ilyushin, so that the theory is also known as the
Hencky-Ilyushin Theory.

In proportional deformation, ∫ = iid εε [11]the necessary condition is

proportional loading, so that each strain component increases at certain
proportion 0

ijij css = , 0
ii cσσ = , dcsds ijij

0=

C- time changing parameter,
0
ijs -the component of the initial stress

deviatoric.
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2.2 Yield Criteria

In the field of studying elastic-plastic models, the yield criteria that are
most commonly used are the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) Yield Criterion, SMP
Strength Criterion and the Drucker-Prager Criterion used in this thesis.

Yield surfaces of each criterion in the deviatoric plane is given in the picture
below

Fig.5 Yield surfaces in the deviatoric plane[10]

2.2.1 Spatially mobilized plane Strength Criterion

The SMP damage criterion takes the influence of the mean principal stress
into consideration, and is one of the best damage criterions in describing
experimental results. This method employs a transformation of stresses so
that the yield surface is a cone in the space of principal transformed
stresses but close to Mohr-Coloumb in the untransformed principal stresses
Models that use the method of transforming the stress have several feature:
1) the form of yield function is same with the original model; 2) the form of
stress invariants is the same with the original model; 3) the model
parameters are the same with the original model; 4) exactly same with the
original model under the triple-axes-compressed status; 5) the shape of the
yield line in the π-plane under the low stress-ratio is close to a circle, when
the shear damage becomes the SMP damage criterion. The fixed model
reaches the unit of the shearing yield to the shearing damage based on the
SMP criterion in the three-dimensional space.
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As shown in Fig. 6, in the π plane of the normal stress space, the SMP
criterion is a continuous closed curved triangle; in the π plane of the
transformed stress, the SMP criterion is a circle. The transformation stress
tensor based on the SMP criterion can be applied to the elastic-plastic
model which uses the p, q as its stress components, where p stands for the
hydrostatic pressure, q for the generalized shear stress, both could be
calculated according to the formula below:

P=(σ1 +σ2 +σ3 )/3 [12]

And
2

)()()( 2
31

2
32

2
21 σσσσσσ −+−+−=q [12]

Fig6 Shapes of SMP criterion in original stress space and transformed
stress space[12]

2.2.2 Mohr-Coulomb（M-C）Yield Criterion

Mohr-Coulomb（M-C）Yield Criterion is generally approved because of
its simplicity and because it can describe the strength features of the
elastic-plastic materials in a good way. But on the yield surface in the
space of principal stresses there is an apex and there are edges because
of the M-C criterion which makes it numerically difficult to handle. For
this reason, many scholars have considered smooth modifications close
to the M-C criterion by rounding off the edges and the apex. The Mohr-
Coulomb Yield Plane is usually used to simulate the plastic-flow of rock
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(and other friction materials, like rubbing materials). Because of the
yield plane corners, it may be inconvenient to use the original M-C
models in order to confirm the flow direction (the plastic flow theory).

2.2.3Drucker-Prager Criterion

The Drucker-Prager model takes the effect of hydrostatic stress into
consideration, based on the Mises Model, which results in a conical yield
surface in the principal stress space. The conic matches points on the
M-C criterion yield surface, but its smooth shape makes it easy for
numerical calculations. Unfortunately, the initial model showed
deviations from the Mohr-Coulom. Subsequently, researchers tried to
improve the model to reduce the difference to get close to the Mohr-
Coulomb criterion by adjusting the size of Mises circle in the π plane.
These are also known as Drucker-Prager yield criteria.

In the area of elastic-plastic analysis, limit analysis echoes the ideal
elastic-plastic analysis with the related flow rule. The Drucker-Prager
criterion is a widely used yield criterion when applied to the rock
materials, and still get highly attention by researchers. This paper
focuses on the ideal elastic-plastic model analysis based on the Drucker-
Prager Criterion. Common Macroscopic constitutive models used to
describe elastic-plastic materials include linear D-P, Hyperbolic form D-P,
Exponential D-P and Mohr-Coulomb models, etc. The traditional linear
D-P yield equation can be written into the following form.

dpqF −−= βtan [14], iip σ
3
1

−= [14], )(3
2
3

2 ijijij JSSq σ== [14]

In this equation, β and d are two parameters; Sij is the deviatoric stress;
J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress. The yield equation
shapes a closed oval in the two-dimension main stress plane (make the
value of σ3 in the yield equation zero, then you’ll get the oval equation ),

the equation has two crossover point with the Axis σ1. The value of the
two points can be seen as the materials’ one-axis-compressed strength
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and one-axis-stretched strength respectively. Here, define the stretching
force as positive, the stress as negative, and the materials’ tensile
strength ft and the compressed strength fc, so that the two parameters
in the Drucker-Prager Model can be written with ft and fc :

tc

tc

ff
ff

−
+

=
)(3tan β ,

tc

tc

ff
ffd

−
=

2 [14]

Mohr-Coulomb Plasticity Theory can describe the strength and stress
relating features of elastic-plastic materials in a good way so that it gets
widely used. Mohr-Coulomb Yield Plane becomes an irregular six-
pyramid plane in the main stress space and a non-isometric hexagon in
the π plane. The direction of the exterior normal at the angular point
could have more than one possibility, which makes the numerical
calculation difficult to some extent. Because of this, researchers
dedicated to approach the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with a smooth curve
in the π plane. Because the Drucker-Prager yield plane is a smooth
round curve in the π plane, it can be expressed easily and calculated
effectively. So, Drucker-Prager series criterions are often used to
approximate the Mohr-Coulomb Criterion.

Fig7 Schematic diagram for M-C and D-P criterions on the π Plane[14]
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Table 1 The relationship of M-C and D-P[14]

Drucker-Prager
Criterion

α k

M-C
Circumcircle(DP1)

)sin3(3
sin2

φ
φ

− )sin3(3
cos6

φ
φ

−

M-C inscribed
circle(DP2)

)sin3(3
sin2

φ
φ

+ )sin3(3
cos6

φ
φ

+

M-C inner
circle(DP3)

)sin3(3
sin

2 φ

φ

+ )sin3(3
cos3

2 φ

φ

+

M-C equal area
circle(DP4)

)sin9(32

sin32
2 φπ

φ

− )sin9(32

cos36
2 φπ

φ

−

M-C match DP
circle(DP5)

3/sinφ φcos
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3333 ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation

3.13.13.13.1 TheTheTheThe analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis ofofofof elastic-plasticelastic-plasticelastic-plasticelastic-plastic modelsmodelsmodelsmodels basedbasedbasedbased onononon thethethethe
Drucker-PragerDrucker-PragerDrucker-PragerDrucker-Prager criterioncriterioncriterioncriterion

When using the Drucker-Prager criterion to analyze elastic-plastic interface
models, we consider the following Drucker-Prager elastic-plastic models at
an interface between two elastic bodies or between an elastic body and a
rigid body.

pe •••

+= εεε

D
p

σϑε
••

=

e
e Itr

•••

+= εµελσ 2

σασσφ trDD += :: 0≤YT

In the equations above, TY（the yield stress in pure shear）and a (a friction
parameter) are material parameters which are assumed to be constant.

ItrD σσσ
3
1: −= [13]

is the deviatoric stress ,
e•

ε and
p•
ε are elastic and plastic strain rates

respectively,
•

ϑ is the plastic multiplier, ϕ is the yield function. Thus, in this
model, the stresses must reside in the elastic cone defined by ϕ in the
stress space,

{ }0)(: ≤= σφσE [13]

Since we are trying to solve a time-dependent problem, we will use the
symbol u to denote the velocity, so we can have
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)(
2
1:

i

j

j

i
ij

x
u

x
u

∂

∂
+

∂
∂

=
•

ε

[13]

Discretized in time using the backward Euler method, let ),( •≈ n
h
n tuu and

)(: h
nn uσσ = ,

e

n

e

n
n

nn Itr
k

••
− +=

−
εµελ

σσ 21 [13]

where kn = tn- tn-1, and denoting 2/1):(: τττ = , we can ensure the

fulfilment of the yield condition by defining an elastic trial stress

))(2)((:~
1

h
n

h
nnnn uIutrk µεελσσ ++= −

[13]

and computing the plastically admissible stress by

Itru n
D
n

h
n σσσ ~

3
1~)( +∏= [13]

where D
nσ

~∏ is the closest point projection on the yield surface. We allow for
a jump in displacements in the contact zone and penalize this jump using
an interface stress ∑ . The details are given below, in Section 3.2.2.

Since we use∑ as an independent model of the stress in the contact zone,
∑must be projected onto the yield surface in the same way. To this end,
we define a trial stress

))(2)((
~

1
h
n

h
n

s
nnn uEIutrE
h

k µλ
γ

++∑=∑ −
[13]

followed by projection so that

EItru n
D
n

h
n ∈∑+∑∏=∑

~
3
1~

:)( [13]

We note in particular that since the trace of n∑
~ is not affected by the

projection,
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normal continuity is always enforced by penalty,whereas tangential sliding
will not be penalized beyond the plastic limit.

We can now define the following closest point projection method: for n =1;
2; : : :, seek hh

n Wu ∈ such that

∫∫
ΓΩ∪Ω

=∑+
c

hhhh
n

hh
n LdsEudxu )()(:)()(:)(

21

υυυεσ for all hh W∈υ [13]

Here || u || denotes the jump in u across the interface. By only allowing
plasticity to occur at the interface, i.e., scaling only ∑ , we obtain a
Drucker-Prager friction model for contact.

(In the implementation below, we employ a Hencky-type total deformation
approach, meaning that the computations are not in fact time dependent
quasi static.)

3.23.23.23.2 SoftwareSoftwareSoftwareSoftware-matlab-matlab-matlab-matlab

MATLAB is a high-tech calculating environment developed by Mathworks,
mostly used in the area of scientific computing, visualization and interactive
programming. It combines numerical analysis tools, matrix computation,
scientific data visualization and nonlinear dynamic systems modeling and
simulation into one easy-to-use windows environment, providing a
complete solution for scientific research, project design and many other
scientific fields that require effective numerical calculation. Meanwhile, it
gets rid of the traditional editing mode—non-interactive programming
language (like C, Fortran). This is the reason for using use MATLAB to do
our analysis.

3.2.1 Image Analysis

First, we define the rectangular coordinates and save the data as the
matrix form
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xnod=[0 1 1 0]';

ynod=[0,0,1 1]';

Fig8.Elasticity model in MATLAB

Then we assume the rectangular elastic object is in contact with a stiff
foundation and assume the interface undergoes elastic-plastic deformation
based on the Drucker-Prager Criterion.

Fig9.Elasticity model touch one point in MATLAB
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Finally, we program the function--refine, store nodes as the form-- [1 2 3 4]
and divide the finite element mesh into smaller elements.

3.2.2 Practical Implementation

The finite element method is applied to the elastic-plastic model
analysis in this paper. The finite element method, simply called FEM, is a
kind of approximate solution in solid mechanics, which is also a highly
efficient and common calculation method. The finite element method was
improved from the variational principle in the early 60’s, and is widely used
in various types of physical problems described by the Laplace equation and
Poisson equation (such as field problems). Initially based on minimization
principles, but later on the weighted residual method of Galerkin, the finite
element method can be used in any type of the physical fields described by
any differential equations (not requiring the physical field being linked to a
minimization problem).

Features of FEM

� Common and flexible
� A common strategy can be worked out for different kinds of problems
� To meet a certain accuracy, grids just need to be made finer in a proper

fashion

Consider a subdivision of Ω into a finite element partitioning T h = {T}of Ω.
Assume that we are given meshes h

iT of the domains i, i = 1; 2. We denote
by hi the meshsize of h

iT .Obviously T h = ∪ hh TT 21 provides a mesh for , whose
mesh-size is h = max{h1,h2}. We introduce the (family of) finite element
spaces.[13]

For the purpose of modeling plasticity also on the interfaces between
elements,we propose to modify the penalty term following the work of
Temam and Strang [3]. Note first that for an arbitrary symmetric tensor  
and an arbitrary

displacement v there holds
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);(:)( TT nEn υυ Γ=••Γ where

n) v v(n
2
1: n)E(v; ⊗+⊗=

is a strain-like tensor with components

 )n v n(v
2
1 n)(v;E ijjiij +=

In the following, we shall suppress the dependence on nT and write E(v)

instead of E(v;nT ), since the dependence on nT will be clear from the
context.

For numerical modeling purposes we are thus looking for a "penalty stress"
∑

such that for Tx ∂∈

))(())(( xuxu h σ−≈∑

and a natural choice is to relate ∑ to E in the same way that σ is related to
ε , i.e.,

))(2))(((:)( uEutrE
h

u s µλ
γ

+=∑

where we note in particular that

unutrE T •=)(

and that the dimensionless number γ (which controls the size of the
discontinuity)

can be chosen independently of the elasticity parameters.

An important feature for plasticity computations is the ability to handle
incompressible behaviour, since in plasticity the load must typically be
carried by the trace part of the stress. Like the discontinuous Galerkin
method proposed in [6], the current method is locking free with respect to
(near) incompressibility. The argument to support this assertion is briefly as
follows: Wh is large enough to incorporate H(div)-conforming (or
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nonconforming) approximations which ensures that the element can have
0≡•∇ hu elementwise and still retain approximation properties. A possible

problem in this respect is letting ∞→γ . This will cause volumetric locking
for the elasticity problem in the case ∞→λ , since the method will then be
equivalent to a continuous finite element method. We note however, that
unlike in the discontinuous Galerkin method, the size of γ does not affect
the positive definiteness of the resulting stiffness matrix, but can be chosen
freely. The fact that is independent of the elasticity parameters also means
that it can be chosen of moderate size; the dependence on h-1 will ensure
small displacement jumps. Finally, the volumetric locking will not appear in
incompressible behavior caused by plasticity, since the deviatoric part of the
interelement stresses will be scaled down, cf. below. Thus, for λ finite, γ

can be chosen arbitrarily large without locking.[13]
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4444ResultsResultsResultsResults

As it seen in Fig. 10, first we fix one side of the elastic object on one side,
so that the object can move in one direction; during motion, one side of it
touches a rigid foundation.

Fig10.The opening of mesh Elasticity model in MATLAB

Secondly, we divide the objet into elements, which means the unknown
function of any point in an element uses the shape function of the specific
elements, in this case a bilinear interpolation function, to analyze the
motion of the point after touching the rigid support. Turning the continuum
into a discrete structure means dividing the continuum to finite cells in
various sizes, and connecting the cells by nodes to form the so-called
"discrete structure".

As it shown in Fig. 11, when the elastic object touches the rigid object,
deformation happens and forces the elastic body to conform to the rigid.
Meanwhile, points nearby will also adjust.
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Fig11.The mesh Elasticity model in MATLAB with zero friction
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Fig12.The mesh Elasticity model in MATLAB with medium friction

Fig13.The mesh Elasticity model in MATLAB with large friction

In order to give an example of how the elastic-plastic model responds, we
consider contact with different friction coefficients. The friction coefficient is
chosen large, medium, and zero. The different friction parameters will give
different response. Note the large sliding for zero friction, and that for large
friction the tip of the elastic object lifts from the rigid, as intuitively
expected.
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5555 ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions
(1) Drucker-Prager series yield condition determines the materials’ yield
strength and is a variant of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. It is numerically
simpler to use because of its smooth yield surface.

(2) We have implemented the D-P criterion on interfaces, using interface
stresses, as an example of more general friction laws than the standard
Mohr-Coulomb law which employs the tractions.

(3) A tentative numerical example shows reasonable physical response to
varying friction.
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